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Ever wondered how we think?  

Why do we buy things ‘just because’? 

How we can always justify our actions  with ‘it just felt right’ 

It’s always fascinated the world, why we do what we do, what drives us, 
what is the meaning of life we each hold as an individual. 

I’m going to take you on a rollercoaster journey through our adventures 
inside the human brain and how it was unboxed and repackaged to build 
a conscious, self thinking machine learning, mind. 

Time machine moment: It’s 2015 and you are chilling with us (The Gap in 
the Matrix three founders, here on known as ‘we’) on a riverbank as we 
question the world as we know it.
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The Brain Mechanics  
of Consciousness

Consciousness
Noun

1. the state of being aware of and responsive to one's surroundings. 
"she failed to regain consciousness and died two days later” 

2. a person's awareness or perception of something. 
"her acute consciousness of Luke's presence"

What is consciousness? 
NEXT UP
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Why is it ok for tech companies like Google and Facebook to run rampant 
over our lives, gathering data to create a machine that sends us shit ads 
that we don’t care about? 

Why oh why do those stalker type adverts jump out on  me over and over 
again just because you looked at or talked about a product that you didn’t 
actually want or buy? 

Why does Amazon not know my product preferences and yet employs 127 
data scientists?   

• What do they do all day? 

• What don’t they know? What are they missing? 

• What does advertising have to do with consciousness? 

Questions are key, it’s how you solve problems and for mathematicians 
questions are used to detect patterns and everything has a pattern to it.  

Patterns are how the world runs. They are what creates the structure of 
our rules, of our law, of our universe or how the apple falls from the tree. 
It’s all structure flowing from patterns and when you feel questions 
coming to we look for linkage patterns. If you can detect a pattern then you 
are in front of the source code of a problem. 

Those questions were running through many variables in my mind. We 
knew there was a gap but we couldn’t factor what it was. More questions, 
more patterns. Then after roughhousing my mind with all the variables, 
frustrations and questions you can think of, our instinct kicks in…
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What is consciousness? 
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Not content with spending an afternoon to find the ultimate problem, we 
then set about finding out why this question was true and embarked on a 4 
year journey anchored on solving this problem.  

Today we want to share what consciousness is and why today's world 
sucks in terms of how humans serve one another.
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Why don't humans  
understand humans?

What is Consciousness?

You and I have the most complex computer, only this computer is up in our 
heads; Our brain processes so much stuff everyday and we are consciously 
aware of very little of it. You see, the conscious you, the awareness you, the 
thinking you is just a very small part of the brains operating system; You 
are but the output to the sum. 

Here is how the brain’s operating system comes to create the Source Code 
of Consciousness. 

The Brain builds itself in stages: 

• The brain experiences life when you are a child. 

• It then assembles structure based on the pattern of life it experiences.  

• It then adds rules, ethics and behaviour based on how it is shown how to 
behave, how others treat it and ultimately the environment it 
experiences. 

• The brain is now set up to take all those behaviours and automate it all 
into millions of habits as it lives for & loves automation. 

The brain automates actions because that is its job, to learn a pattern and 
then repeat a pattern. It’s literally why we humans strongly dislike change, 
it interferes with our operating system like a coding glitch and the brain 
rejects it. 

The brain wants to send the minimal amount of thoughts to the conscious 
part of your mind that it can.  

As I discovered this, I realised that the brain doesn’t judge what is good or 
bad for you (even ethics are taught, laws are taught), it just craves what is 
familiar, it wants to maintain the patterns it knows. Logically I thought, it’s 
an efficiency trick! 
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As I discovered this, I realised that the brain doesn’t judge what is good or bad 
for you (even ethics are taught, laws are taught), it just craves what is familiar, 
it wants to maintain the patterns it knows. Logically I thought, it’s an efficiency 
trick!  

If you doubt that you will be a clean eating, non drinking, positive thinking, 
positive habits, only ever eat vitamins, roots and leaves machine! 

We didn’t doubt it, because it’s true, that’s simply what we called it - The 
Efficiency Trick.
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WHY DON'T HUMANS UNDERSTAND HUMANS?

This efficiency trick is why we never get round to trying, doing, hitting our 
dreams or changing jobs. It's different for us all but it’s driven by a series of 
click, click, whirr habits in the brain.

The Efficiency Trick

• Dressing is a habit 

• Thinking is a habit 

• Speaking is a habit 

• Doing is a habit 

• We are habit driven, click, click, 
whirr machines. 

We were left feeling a bit uneasy and sad but I knew the game wasn’t over, and 
we knew why, or better yet, we knew we wanted to know why and had some 
ideas of where to look.

The Brain Mechanics of Decision-Making
NEXT UP
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The Brain Mechanics 
of Decision-Making
We’d been investigating & researching emotional intelligence, philosophy 
and now wanted to know enough about thinking to know we didn’t know 
enough about thinking!  

The logic was simple, if the world is communicating badly with one 
another and every single consumer feels it then the structure is broken. 
It lacks knowledge of those it aims to serve.  I wanted to know how I 
could understand their inner workings and know how to serve them 
better? 
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The Big Idea

Then we had the idea that changed my life (and soon to be millions of 
others). 

Consider that this belief that all consumers are irrational and their 
decisions can’t be predicted is only partially true.  

 
If you are judging me, I am different, gloriously weird, just like every 
other human on this planet, I’m unique.  

In that context I am indeed irrational. 

But, when I am judging you, you are different, gloriously weird, just like 
every other human on this planet, you are unique.  

In that context you are indeed irrational. 

And that is how the idea hit me, if your thinking is perfectly normal to 
you, it’s just your habit of thinking, decision-making, doing and being. If 
it’s normal to you then it can be decoded. 

Ironically with this rational thought Irrational Mathematics was born.  
We just needed to load the variables. 

Fired up by this new found clarity we went on a rampage of academia, 
absorbing and researching  anything that touched how and why we 
make decisions. 
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Keep that in mind as what we are about to share took two years to figure out.  
Buckle up, you are about to get a Matrix style download of the brain mechanics 
of Decision-Making.
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THE BRAIN MECHANICS OF DECISION-MAKING

We only engage when we spot something meaningful  
& that creases action.

1.

Quantum Physics.

In order to know whether something is within our 
preferences or not, the brain assigns a meaning.

2.

That meaning creates desire and desire is what creates demand. 
Object relationship mathematics with a bit of Matrix magic added.

If you can score a product and it’s perceived coolness to any 
person then you can understand relevance.

3.

Science of cool: a 100 part, complex algorithm combination of 
cognitive data science and algebra.

Knowing the consumer demand is not the same as the 
consumer needing that demand.

4.

Neuroscience of decision-making opened a door for us to model all 
the scales of demand in the brain. Basically how much do we really 
want this thing?. Scales of loyalty. Sales of desire. Scales of self 
belief, self care, self addiction.

Feelings are chemicals, the higher the desire the chemical 
load and thus demand.

5.

Turning Consumer Psychology into algebra meant we could now 
load and know the chemical demand of any consumer. The brain 
wants chemical releases and shopping and material objects are a big 
part of that chemical release system in the brain.

How any consumer wants the experience to look and feel, 
including the product.

6.

NeuroDesign is a new discipline and it’s simply the decision-making 
side of design. If you know the angles, products, imagery, colour 
and style then you can indeed show the right angles, products, 
imagery, colour and style that appeals to each individual.
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THE BRAIN MECHANICS OF DECISION-MAKING

How any consumer wants the experiences to be verbally 
communicated (including product).

7.

NeuroLinguistics is a similar new discipline and is simply the decision-making 
side of language. We have a tool which harnesses 55,000,000 words and 
associations so you can identify the right lexicon and phrasing to tell a story 
that revolves around the consumer in a dialect they fully understand.

What will tempt the consumer including what proof they need.8.

This is the Science of Decision-Making (all tied together using Cognitive Data 
Science). 

Back to a question I asked at the start.  

What wasn’t known by advertising? 

Behavioural Economics is Nudge Theory. How to nudge people along in their 
decision-making. Having harvested this whole discipline, there are over 40 
nudges plus 6 we developed and all can combine to create that perfect zone of 
temptation.

What wasn’t known by advertising? 
NEXT UP
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A solution to a 4 year old problem worth more than 
a billion dollars - we need to understand what is our 
addressable market? 
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What wasn’t known  
by advertising? 
The person creating the advert never really understood 
themselves. Not how or why they made decisions or 
what really deeply tempted them to buy, let alone anyone 
else. So how could they ever advertise anything to 
anyone else? 

It took us six years to perfect, but then it’s taken 20 
years of a digital economy (of overly siloed activities) to 
expose what was never understood in the first place:  

The individual consumer and their needs.

On the 7th year anniversary since this all began, I’m ever so proud to share that 
not only are we in a very unique position of mastering, modelling and 
mathematically solving decision-making but we’ve positively changed the lives 
of millions of consumers through our work with global companies who are 
leaders in their field.. 

Our most recent clients and their problems:

Global Top 5 Entertainment Brand

How to increase product advocacy, affinity and 
association with both child and parent? Global Billion Dollar Fashion Brand

How do we reverse declining market share?

Global Billion Dollar Automotive

How to launch a new car in the USA Market and kill 
the ‘soccer mom’ perception?

Global top 5 skincare & beauty brand

How to intercept demand for a semi-Covid free 
summer for the entire Sunscreen product range?

Global Top 5 Pharmaceutical Brand

Who should we really be targeting, why them and 
how?

Global Billion Dollar Automotive

You can dive in and find out the details of how those questions were answered 
using all you've just read
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It’s good to recognise that all of your actions, all of your decisions are being 
driven by the unconscious part of your mind.   

It’s your database of life and you can optimise it to become the best version of 
yourself.  
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What should be known by you,  
the individual?

Thinking is a habit but it’s optimizable. Just pick and choose when to ask - why 
am I doing that, is it an assumption?  

Assumption is driving millions of your behaviours, remember this: 

Here is how the brain’s operating system comes to create the Source Code of 
Consciousness.

• Brain experiences life when you are a child. 

• Brain assembles structure based on the pattern of 
life it experiences.  

• Brain adds rules, ethics and behaviour based on 
how it is shown how to behave, how others treat it 
and ultimately the environment it experiences. 

• Brain is set up to take all those behaviours and 
automate it all into millions of habits as it lives for & 
loves automation.

Being aware is step one. 

The brain automates actions because that is its job, to learn a pattern and then 
repeat a pattern. It’s literally why we humans strongly dislike change, it 
interferes with our operating system and the brain rejects it. 

The brain wants to send the minimal amount of thoughts to the conscious part 
of your mind that it can.  

You just became aware of the brain mechanics of consciousness. Enjoy!
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Side note: The numbers 
behind the 6 years
• 4 years of R&D. 

• 24 academic disciplines converted into 
mathematics. 

• Built a 296 part model of consumer thinking. 

• Coded in 300+ algorithms (machine learning) 

• 20 years of concepts and mathematical ideas 

• 6 months hacking facebooks system & 
algorithms gaps. 

• Interviewing 100's of people to understand what 
makes inspirational people tick. 

• Sitting on 2 charity boards 

• Helping obtain 3 years of funding for one of 
those charities 

• World's 1st charity event at Westminster Abbey 

• Writing 1 paper for the Prime Minister 

• 2 fist bumps with the Prime Minister 

• Interviewing the 2 leading lights on addiction 
from Harvard and Stanford to really learn what 
addiction was and why. 

• Analysing 24 academic disciplines to harvest 
the structure of how thinking and decisions 
occur. 

• Fighting your way into an industry to spend 
time with and analyse 65 different agencies in 
order to figure out how marketers are taught 
and what is their thinking model? 

• Having the idea of Irrational Mathematics and 
then writing a 100 part algorithm for the 
Science of Cool 

• Completing a 206 page manual of consumer 
decision making for a range of human experts 
to map against and follow. 

• Seeing it work! 56 case studies 

• 3-21% revenue growth 

• 18-26% savings on advertising 

• 70-120% above industry on conversion metrics 

• More than 70 amazing brands who have been 
supported and support us right back, thank you! 

• We’ve combined all of that into 300+ interactive 
algorithms (The Matrix) who can figure out 
loyalty, product preferences, budget frequency, 
experience, design, language, meaning, desire, 
demand. 

• 6 years of perseverance to code the brain 
mechanics of consciousness.

Finally, 2 amazing business partners & friends, thanks Sally, thanks Kirk, 
excited to see what happens next, it’s now year 7, day 1 :).

Love this doc? Learn more about consumer demand.
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About the author.

CEO of Gap in the Matrix.

Martin Lucas

Gap in the Matrix spent 6 years 
researching and deciphering why we 
consume, how we think when we 
consume and what Gaps brands leave 
behind and cost themselves sales. 

Get in touch to discuss a power boost 
for your brand including a test of 
their Gap Toolkit which is built using 
24 academic disciplines covering 
Psychology, Science, Economics, 
Mathematics and bucketloads of 
passion. 

E-mail: martin@gapinthematrix.com or 
Whatsapp: 07743 482 437 

Martin is a Sneakerhead, a three times book 
author, a three times business founder, 15 
awards, a two time charity board member and 
loves exploring consciousness and why we 
humans are all a little bit uniquely weird, 
especially for shopping! 
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